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The spread of Islam and the success of Muslim institutions and the gradual decline of Zoroastrianism are viewed in the light of politics, religion, and economics.

Consequently Muslims claimed justification in their dominion over the non-Muslims and in subjecting the latter to worst discrimination and brutality. The result was conflict and occasional uneasy cooperation between the two communities. Auguries both Islamic and...
Zoroastrian however unverifiable strengthened the divine nature of the events' Zoroastrianism or Mazdayasna is one of the world's oldest continuously practiced religions; it is a multi-tendency faith centered on a dualistic cosmology of good and evil and an eschatology predicting the ultimate conquest of evil with theological elements of henotheism, monotheism, monism, and polytheism ascribed to the teachings of the Iranian-speaking spiritual leader Zoroaster also known as 
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Iran e boz refers to the regions of the Caucasus West Asia, Central Asia, and South Asia where Iranian culture has had significant influence historically.
regions long ruled by dynasties of various iranian empires that incorporated considerable aspects of persian culture through extensive contact with them or where sufficient
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May 21st, 2020 - the zoroastrians because of a unique confluence of their laws regarding merc with muslims and muslim laws regarding merc with zoroastrians produced and sold wine and opened taverns to such an extent that the persian term mobadhcheh son of a magus where magus is a term referring to zoroastrians became a well known device referring to wine stewards in persian bacchic poetry
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May 16th, 2020 - Tylos Ancient Greek ????? Was The Name Used By The Greeks To Refer To Bahrain As The Centre Of Pearl Trading When Nearchus Came To Discover It Serving Under Alexander The Great
From the 6th to 3rd century BC Bahrain was included in the Persian Empire by the Achaemenids, an Iranian dynasty. The Greek admiral Nearchus is believed to have been the first of Alexander's hands to...
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zoroastrianism is a founding belief system acknowledged to have heavily influenced both abrahamic judaism christianity islam and dharmic hinduism buddhism jainism and sikhism religions
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